Newsletter May 2020
As the neighbour of a Ducati owner remarked when the exhaust baffles had been re-inserted
into the cacophonous, ear-popping machine prior to its MoT test; ‘Things are quieter than
usual’.
This month we have been saved from a newsletter that was remarkable only for the level of
boredom it managed to attain, by the timely efforts of Alan and Mike. As our non-biking lives
enter a second month I am appealing for items and photos for the June newsletter; I cannot
believe that your lives are as boring as mine. Some of you must have something worth
sharing.

A message from the Chairman
We are now some 5 weeks into lock-down and the paint on my
bike is starting to thin from all the polishing!! For a club like ours
with all its social activities the absence of our Club Sundays and
Ride-outs does seem alien, but there does seem to be some light
at the end of the tunnel and hopefully it won't be too long until we
can all get out again.
There is a Social Night in the diary for 13th May and, in keeping
with current protocols, we will be having a Virtual Quiz Night,
kindly arranged by Roger Barratt. We look forward to seeing some
of you there.
As is reported elsewhere in the newsletter we lost a good friend and ride-out regular in April.
Derek Ramsdale was a great character and ride-outs won't be quite the same without him. We
do plan a commemorative ride-out in his honour, when we are allowed, with a donation to his
chosen charity, more details later.
Stay safe, stay positive and see you soon

Ian

Five in the French Alps
Mike Searle writes:-

In July 2019 myself, Andy Johnson and Dave Burrows – fellow CWAM members plus Martin
Gough and Sal Rigione enjoyed a fantastic trip to the French Alps.
We used Bike Shuttle to travel to Geneva which I can highly recommend, the service is 1st
class and it saves fuel/time and most importantly holidays! We flew from Luton and the bikes
were at the hotel at 8am the next morning, more importantly we were refreshed and ready to
go.
We stopped in Aviernoz in a superb guest house run by an elderly couple Roger and Suzanne
from the UK (Hotel Auberge Camelia). The
plan was to cover a number of passes but
not the normal ones, we picked up quite a
few

used

in

the

Tour

de

France

(organisers interest here!). These included
Col de la Forclaz, Col du Glandon, Col de
la Croissette and the Col des Glières. All
the riding was 1st class with little traffic
and wall to wall sunshine.
The Col Du Glandon with 1km of shale
road at the top proved interesting for the
2 guys on Honda Blackbird and VFR1000– that’s why you buy a GS!!! So, in much the same
way was trying to keep up with the road cyclists on the descents – Lycra/Polystyrene and
plastic helmet and 60km/hr – are you sure we do not over dress?
On the Sunday the owner (77) said he would take
us out for a ride. He appeared in chinos, old
leather jacket, deck shoes and a p-pot helmet. To
be clear, do not be deceived by appearances, this
chap could peddle! – The picture is above Lake
Annecy where he took us to a little know pass to
get the great views. The town of Annecy was the
Queen Mum’s favourite haunt apparently and from
the way Roger spoke I am sure they were on 1st
name terms.
The route back took us via Avallon, Le Mans and
Cherbourg to Portsmouth on the Fast Ferry, again
quicker and more convenient than M25/Tunnel.
Between Avallon and Le Mans the organiser had one of those lucky days – I had plotted a
route avoiding auto routes etc. and pulled it around a bit on base camp – no real thought. We
ended up riding a stretch of road for over 100kM between endless fields of wheat – bend to
bend and saw about 10 other vehicles – riding heaven – should have bought a lottery ticket on
that night.

Unfortunately the

bike

shuttle

is

not

running in August 2020 when we are
planning this year’s trip – taking the girls
one of whom works in a school – so it will
be Santander and onwards to Portugal for
us Covid-19 permitting. If anyone want
further details re France/Bike Shuttle –
just ask/email/call. (You can contact Mike
via newsletter@cwam.org.uk).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Experiences of a Blood Biker - two nights on duty with WSBB104
Alan Abbey writes:Wed 29th Jan: I’m booked on for two nights of duty starting at 7pm tonight; that means
making sure I leave work in good time to collect the bike. I make sure I’m out of the office by
5:30pm, and head to the depot to exchange my bike for the blood bike. I’m home by 6:30pm,
which gives time for quick hellos and food (for me, and our two cats who are pleased to see
me), and a text exchange with the controller to let him know I’m ready and available.
Unusually tonight the planned controller is sick, so Bob (WSBB047) has stepped in at the last
minute - shows it’s worth making contact to ensure all is as planned!
Tonight is also monthly meeting night, so I take the
bike along to attend as normal; we get some training
and procedure updates, plus some information on
events coming up in the months ahead including
fundraisers. The formalities are done by 8:30pm; I
head home to make sure I’m not out of contact (I
don’t answer the phone while riding) for long.
Once home I get an hour to unwind, and by 10pm
the phone hasn’t rung so I head to bed early to get
my head down in case of any early hours call which
might come in later. Sure enough, shortly after
midnight the phone wakes me up and Bob tells me
there is a collection required from Rugby St Cross, to
go to UHCW. My kit is laid out ready in the next
room so I’m up and out in around 10 minutes; 25
minutes after the call comes in I’m at Rugby collecting the items for transport. The roads are
clear tonight (no overnight roadworks or closures on the M6, thankfully) so it’s an easy run;
the delivery is completed and signed for at UHCW at 01:11am. I head home; the cats are

scrounging food when I get in, but they’ve had their supper so I head straight to bed. It turns
out to be undisturbed sleep from there, no more calls.
Thurs 30th Jan: midweek overnight duties end at 6am, which conveniently is my normal
getting up time for work. I’m in the office for the day job from 7am to 6pm, then home again
in time for duty start. WSBB047 Bob is still on as controller tonight so he checks in with me to
pick up where we left off last night. He’s in touch again fairly soon after; just after 8pm he
calls with a sequence of 3 jobs for me to do requiring visits to Rugby St Cross, UHCW, and the
CWAA Air Ambulance. That keeps me busy for a good couple of hours, and I get home again
just after 10pm.
Just as I am sending Bob the usual “home safe” text, he calls me: we’ve had a call from
Warwick Hospital which is particularly urgent, can I please go immediately. So, quick drink of
water, helmet back on and out I go. I know there are overnight roads works planned around
TollBar island at the A45/A46 junction so I avoid the area, and use an alternative. The
collection is ready as soon as I arrive at Warwick; on the way back to UHCW I use the A46 as
it is the official route (all routes between hospitals are planned so that we can be easily found
in case of breakdowns or accidents) and sure enough there are long queues at TollBar.
Fortunately the delays are minimal as the bike lets me get through easily, and I’m at UHCW
with the delivery only 45 minutes after the call came in.
Before I can get back on the bike to go home,
another controller call – Rugby St Cross need a
collection again. The roads are getting quieter by this
time so it’s an easy run, the delivery is made to
UHCW just after midnight, and I’m home about
0:30am (to be greeted by scrounging cats again, but
they can wait until morning). A quick check in with
Bob and he tells me it’s a busy night - another job is
in progress from the Blood Bank in Birmingham, but
that’s being taken care of by another volunteer, so
for me it’s time for bed. The phone doesn’t ring
again, and I get my beauty sleep until 6:00am. After
breakfast the bike gets taken back to the depot, with
a refuel and quick wash on the way, so it’s ready for
the next rider to collect on Friday evening. I’m off to work again, and that’s my duty done
until mid-February when I’ve next put myself on the rota.
Since this article was first written I’ve done two more nights on duty in Feb and again in
March; I generally do two nights a month. In April there were no gaps on the rota; both bikes
fully allocated which is a good thing but also unfortunately a sign of the times – my guess is
that’s due to lots of people with time on their hands due to being furloughed, and using that
time to help out where they can. Not to worry; I shall be back out and about again in May.

Oil Change
Next to cleaning your bike, the easiest maintenance job is changing the oil. What could be
simpler? Warm engine, position oil pan, remove sump plug, remove filter, drain, refit plug, fit
new filter, fill with oil , tidy up, bish bash bosh! Not in my universe. Disclaimer - Under no
circumstances should this article be regarded as the proper way to do things, it’s simply how I
do them – not very well!
I remember talking to the redoubtable Norman Burgess, who spoke to us about Fuchs oils a
few years ago. He said that modern oils outlasted the life of any filter and one should never
skimp by not changing this most crucial part of the engine. I particularly recall it because it
was the only sentence I heard him utter that night that didn’t contain an expletive.
If your bike’s new, even if you use genuine parts, the
specified oil and keep the receipts, doing it yourself is
probably not worth the hassle and heartache should you
ever need to claim on the warranty. Otherwise, refer to the
user manual for oil type and viscosity, buy the oil filter and
sump plug washer from your local dealer or reputable online retailer; probably best to steer
clear of the likes of Somali Spares or Azerbaijani Autoparts.
Make sure you have a spanner or socket that actually fits the drain plug.
Using something that is almost the right size is no good, it leads to scuffed
knuckles at best but more probably total catastrophe. You’ll need a drain pan,
I use an old 5 litre oil can with one side hacked out with tin snips but there’s
nothing to stop you being more professional. A funnel to refill the sump is
handy; in the past I’ve been known to fashion a piece of A4 into a cone and
use that but recently I splashed out on the genuine article from Poundland.
You’ll definitely need a rag, oil is by nature a slippery and dirty customer.
Every guide and video says the first thing to do is warm up your engine. Ignore them. The
first thing is to find a suitable location. Your newly laid Yorkstone patio or a public place where
you may be the butt of neighbour’s cruel jests as you give vent to your frustrations, are not to
be recommended. Second, is to loosen the sump drain plug and the oil filter, just a smidgeon
– I apologise for the use of a technical term, there are some instances where no other word is
sufficiently descriptive. Both these tasks are much easier when the downpipes aren’t inflicting
third degree burns as you flounder about trying to remember which way tightens and which
loosens, the answer to which is easy. It’s generally the opposite way to that you are actually
turning.
Let’s be honest, undoing the filter can be tricky especially if the idiot who did the previous oil

change overtightened it or didn’t lubricate the rubber seal. Additionally, motorcycle designers
have had over a century to refine the location of the filter so that only a contortionist with a
hand the size of a baby can reach it. Often wedged snugly between the downpipes and the
engine, it’s virtually impossible to grip. Manuals state you should be able to
undo it by hand – fat chance! Surprisingly, screaming obscenities, no matter
how loudly, at it, your bike or life in general will not assist in its removal.
When outer casings were made of proper metal instead of recycled Kit Kat
wrappers, I used a chain filter remover. Now this just rips the casing apart
so a broad band (not broadband) remover is the best solution. However tempting, it is not a
good idea to stick a screwdriver through it and turn, not only is it
messy it will undoubtedly lead to a certain amount of aggression.
Don’t be disheartened, clean off the gunk as best you can to get a
good grip; persevere and it will eventually move. From there on it’s easy – would I lie to you?
To reiterate, it is essential to use the right size spanner on the sump plug. If stubborn, which
it undoubtedly will be, do not be tempted to use a hammer
on the spanner, the sudden impact will round the nut or if
you’re using your toolset bought from Wellesbourne Market,
fill the surrounding neighbourhood with deadly shrapnel.
Not having the proportions of Desperate Dan or an especial liking for spinach, I find a short
piece of scaffolding pole or craftily wedged spanner gives sufficient leverage to make up for
lack of muscle. When the plug has loosened enough to enable
it to be undone with the ease of a playful penguin sliding down
a particularly icy shute into the fish-filled Weddell Sea, pop the oil pan in position to be on the
safe side. Don’t forget that if your plug is on a vertical plane, oil will not flow straight down, oh
no, it will attempt to fool you by describing a semi parabolic curve and ruining your drive, so
make allowances.
Now, warm up the engine, not too much because as well as being a slippery customer, oil gets
really hot. A few minutes will be enough to get it flowing freely so it all drains out.
Take off the oil filler cap to prevent a partial vacuum forming and undo the loosened sump
plug. No matter how careful you are it will probably fall into the oil pan and be quickly covered
in hot, dirty oil. For the resulting fishing expedition it’s always worth having a pair of kitchen
tongs handy, you know, the sort you turn bacon over with. If you’re quick, your wife will never
notice. I’d say the use of latex gloves would be beneficial but there’s precious little chance of
having any spare these days.
I thought plugs always had a little magnetic tip to capture stray metal particles but I don’t
think my Tracer has. Yamaha obviously build to such fine tolerances and with such technically
superior materials, that they are rendered unnecessary. Not surprising – fantastic machine.
Wait until the initial flow slows then finish unscrewing the filter. It will be full of oil so empty it
into the pan before throwing it over your shoulder. Check that the old seal is in the filter and

not stuck to the engine casing.
When you are happy the sump is as empty as possible (having leant the bike over and/or
rocked it on the centre stand) the new filter can be fitted.
Important points here are to put a good coating of oil on the new
seal and take care. Be kind to the thread on the new filter, it’s
fine and delicate. Don’t cross thread it, don’t rush and don’t do it
up tightly – once you feel the seal start to bed another half turn
should be enough. An extra turn will have you sobbing next time you change it.
Remove the old crush washer from the sump plug, like so many other things this sounds
simple but it is unlikely that it will slide off as effortlessly as the aforesaid penguin. Grip the
washer with a pair of pliers and gently turn the plug, hopefully the washer
will grip the thread and twist off; on the other hand it may not. If you are
really desperate the very gentle use of a hacksaw to cut the washer is a last
resort. Slip the new washer on the sump plug and refit the plug. If you don’t
have a torque wrench make sure you don’t overtighten it. If it’s a fraction loose, oil will seep
out during the test and you can tighten it up but if you overtighten it, your largest
handkerchief will be too small to mop up your tears next time you change the oil.
Before refilling with oil, to avoid embarrassment, double check you have actually fitted the
filter and sump plug. To helplessly watch oil pouring out of the
bottom as fast as you pour it in at the top is not only expensive, it is
unbelievably humiliating if there are any onlookers which there
undoubtedly will be by this time. You can’t shout and swear that
much without attracting some attention. Then and only then, refill
with new oil.
The bike will need to be upright but not on the centre stand when you check the level. Replace
the oil pan with a clean newspaper, fill up to the max then run the engine to allow the oil to fill
the new filter. Any leaks should show tell tale drips on the paper.
Remember to replace the filler cap before you run the engine or the oil
pressure warning light will stay on and you will panic in the belief that
you’ve ruined your engine. Adjust as necessary then carefully top up to
the correct level. It’s said that too much oil is almost as bad as too little
oil so don’t be too liberal.
Before you go out again check for leaks and the oil level to be sure all is well.
What to do with your old oil? We are blessed to live in Warwickshire for many reasons, one of
them being that all their Household Waste Recycling Centres allow you to take up to ten litres
of oil for recycling each month which should be more than adequate for most of us.
Remember to put the receipts with your service book and you’re done. More crash bang wallop
than bish bash bosh but what else have you got to do during lockdown?

From cataclysmic crash to deadheat and victory.
The hard packed sands of Daytona Beach, just north
of Orlando, was the go to place for the brave (and
possibly foolhardy) who vied for the land speed
record. First used in 1903, by 1935 the 23 mile
stretch of beach, bordered on one side by the river
and the other by the sea, had become so rutted that

Thomas driving the “Pirate.” in 1903.

record attempts moved to the salt flats of Utah. The
final record was set in March 1935 by Malcolm
Campbell driving Bluebird at 276.82 mph. Later that
year he went on to break 300 mph in Bonneville.
To fill the gap left in the local economy the Savannah
200 motorcycle race was moved to a 3.2 mile course
on Daytona Beach. Post-war property development
grew apace and by 1948 the course was forced to

Campbell with Bluebird at Daytona

move south to a new 4.1 mile circuit. In 1961 the race transferred to its current home at
Daytona International Speedway and riders switched from off-road bikes to road racing
machines. (Look at Google maps and you will see nothing but one long urban sprawl)
A long-winded intro, but I got hopelessly side tracked; one of the hazards of researching a
topic of which one knows precisely nothing.
The Daytona 200 (200 miles) has always been held as significant in the American motorcycle
racing calendar and at the height of its popularity it catapulted a British rider to near national
hero status. In 1975 Barry Sheene was one of the pre-race favourites but catastrophe was to
overtake him on 28th February just ten days before the race, during a private practice session
on his new 750cc two-stroke Suzuki XR11. Having completed five laps and hitting speeds of
over 170mph, Sheene was hurled 100 yards down the track. It is suggested that the huge
forces and stress on the tyres produced by the nature of the circuit, caused the rear tyre to
delaminate with its tread locking up the rear wheel.
The still conscious Sheene lay on the track with a broken left femur, right wrist, forearm, six
ribs and collarbone, plus several fractured vertebrae and a severely skinned back. Following
the fastest crash in motorcycle racing, Sheene was on all the front pages and television
screens across the World.
Remarkably, just seven weeks later he was back on a bike and by the end of June he was
riding his Suzuki RG500 in front of a record 140,000 crowd in Assen for the Dutch TT.
Although he had only started competing on the GP circuit the previous year, he managed to
claim pole position and record the first fastest lap of the race. Sheene followed Agostini for
much of the 16 lap race taking a line that bluffed his rival into taking a tighter, more
protective course on the corners. Only on the final chicane did Sheene, who was confident his
water cooled four cylinder machine was faster than the Yamaha, make a move to the right

taking Agiostini by surprise at the start of the final
200 yard sprint to the line. They recorded the first
and only timed dead heat (48:01) in the history of
the GP racing. At that time an accuracy of only
0.01s was possible and the resulting photo showed
Sheene ahead by nearly half a length; so not the
closest ever finish but certainly a fitting end to a
remarkable race.
Agostini, who retired in 1977, finished his career with 122 GP wins
and 15 World Championship titles, moved to Formula One for a
couple of years (1979 – 80). Later that year, Sheene won again at
Anderstorp, before going on to claim the World Championships in
1976 and 1977. Moral of the story – no matter how bad things
appear, things can and generally do get so much better.
--------------------------------------------

Derek Ramsdale
We had some sad news earlier in April when we
learnt of the death of Derek Ramsdale. Derek was
almost a permanent fixture on CWAM rideouts and at
Club Nights. He joined us on the first Lakes Tour
whilst still an associate, albeit an accomplished one,
and provided us with a memorable nocturnal event
which is best left unrecorded.
Although Derek had suffered from long term illness,
his

uncomplaining

enjoyment

of

life

and

good

humour belied the fact and he always enhanced the
company. He will be greatly missed.
As Ian said earlier, CWAM will be dedicating a ride to
him when things get back to normal, possibly the
last one he did with me to Guiting Power; we will
see.
His daughter Lisa has created a Just Giving page in his memory in aid of Blood Cancer UK. If
you

wish

to

show

your

appreciation

for

Derek’s

life

you

may

donate

at

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/derek-ramsdale. Details of Blood Cancer UK and the
great work they do can be found here.

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs are here and their Facebook page
is here.
IAMRS are doing a survey on e-scooters here. Personally, I would consign them all to the
crusher, never to be seen again but that is the view of an intolerant, miserable, old git who is
well past his sell by date and should be ignored.

Finally – Some Good News
To end on a high, Trevor and Jo Goodall welcomed
son Matthew Harry into the World on 23rd April.
We wish the new family every happiness and good
health.
Trevor is an ex committee member and an
observer of such long standing that I remember
him taking me out one Sunday morning. We had
just gone straight over at a cross roads and I was
concerned that I couldn’t see him in my mirrors.
Thinking I’d missed him turning off, I pulled over
and got off by bike only to find a bewildered
Trevor immediately behind me wondering what the
devil I was doing. Yes I was that bad. Hopefully
Matthew has inherited his father’s infinite patience
and good humour.

CWAM Events in May
Sadly our events are severely limited in the current climate but will keep you
fully informed.
The one bright star on the horizon is

CWAM Virtual Quiz Night on Wed May 13 at 7:30
A fun quiz hosted by Roger Barratt via videoconference. Rounds may include guess the
bike, name the celebrity biker, and possibly a couple of Highway Code questions to
confirm your advanced motorcyclist status..
The quiz will last 60-90 minutes and will be broadcast using Zoom.
You will not need to download any software and joining instructions (a web link with
password) will be sent out the day before by email.
All you will need is access to a phone, tablet or computer and a pen and paper to
record and mark your own answers (we know we can trust you as CWAM members).

There will be a small but exquisite prize for the winner.
The bar will be open (subject to any local management restrictions).

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale
please mail me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk ).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here

